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The bestselling author and star of National Geographic Channel's Dog Whisperer shows you how to develop the calm-assertive
energy of a successful pack leader and use it to improve your dog’s life–and your own Be the Pack Leader is Cesar Millan’s
guide for taking your relationship with your dog to a higher level. By developing the skills necessary to become the calm-assertive
owner your dog needs in order for him to live a balanced, fulfilled life, you’ll improve your dog’s behavior and your own life as
well. Be the Pack Leader is filled with practical tips and techniques, including: • How to use calm-assertive energy in relating to
your dog—and to others around you • The truth about behavioral tools, from leashes and harnesses to clickers and e-collars • How
to satisfy the needs of your dog’s breed • Success stories from Cesar’s clients, viewers, and fans—including the Grogan family of
Marley & Me fame • A quick reference guide of specific, step-by-step procedures to tackling some of the most common dog
behavior problems “[Cesar] arrives amid chaos and leaves behind peace.” —Malcolm Gladwell, The New Yorker “[Millan is]
serene and mesmerizing. . . . He deserves a cape and a mask.” —New York Times
Diagnose and fix the most common training errors in your SAR dog with positive, effective methods. Susan Bulanda, bestselling
author of Ready! Training the Search and Rescue Dog, is back with a new book that every SAR dog handler needs. Susan has
spent decades working with SAR dog handlers around the world to improve the performance of their K9 teams with her positive,
professional approach to training. Now, she shares the tips and tricks she’s learned over the decades to help handlers not only
properly raise and train SAR dogs from puppies, but also to fix problems in dogs that have been improperly trained. Susan
explores how the stages of a dog’s early development affect its behavior as an adult. She also presents the latest research in
scent: what it is, how dogs detect it, and what they detect—crucial information for all SAR dog handlers, and a fascinating look at
how dogs perceive the world. Learn how to: Find the right dog for SAR work. Pick the right training method for you and your dog.
Avoid common handler mistakes during SAR operations.
First published: Calgary: Detselig Enterprises, c2000.
Good Service Dogs are Both Born and Made! Watching a service dog and her handler working as a team in a busy public space is
a thing of beauty. Not every dog has the temperament or genetic make-up to do service work, but with the proper reward-based
training, many dogs can succeed in public areas. Succeeding in Public Access Work is the subject of Jennifer Cattet’s new book,
which is especially important given some of the controversies surrounding poorly or un-trained service dogs being brought into
public areas. Jennifer prepares you and your dog to meet the standards of the Public Access Test developed by Assistance Dogs
International. While the book focuses on training, it also covers in detail a number of other important questions including: · How
much time, effort and cost are involved in acquiring and training a service dog? · Can you train a shelter dog for service work and
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are there breeds of dogs you should avoid? · What are your rights and the laws relating to service dogs? · How do you deal with
the public when working with your service dog?
Much has changed in the world of dog training since the first edition of "K9 Schutzhund Training" was published in 2000. In this
completely revised second edition, world-renowned specialists in dog training, Dr. Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak, teach you the
latest techniques to train your Schutzhund dog in tracking, obedience and protection. With proven methods rooted in classic and
operant conditioning, this new edition of "K9 Schutzhund Training" provides beginners with an excellent introduction to the field,
while expert trainers can stay on top of their game with the latest techniques.
In this manual, you will learn the step by step process to teach your dog any command! Would you be surprised if I told you that
there are no secrets to dog training? The reality is that it comes down to understanding the science behind the methods and each
dog's individual needs, desires, and perseverance levels. After spending years in the industry-traveling and working with dog
trainers throughout the country, training new dog trainers, and even having my own show on Animal Planet (Rescue Dog to Super
Dog), I have developed a system that is easy to understand and most importantly-easy to implement. These are techniques that I
have evolved over the years by working with some of the best trainers in the industry-and now they are available to you for less
than the cost of a cup of coffee!
Learn how to: Master the basic skills and common procedures every decoy needs. Read dogs accurately through seven key
factors. Stimulate and reward useful forms of K9 aggression. A good decoy is a K9 trainer’s most valuable tool. A good decoy can
make a poor dog better, a mediocre dog good, and a good dog excellent. A poor decoy, on the other hand, can havedevastating
effects, ruining even a good dog. Stephen Mackenzie, professor of animal science and deputy sheriff with more than 30 years’
experience training and handling police dogs, shows you how to master the art of being a decoy in this revised and updated new
edition. You’ll learn how to communicate effectively with your canine partner and how to stimulate specific types of aggression in
the dog in a safe, positive way. This guide is essential reading for all decoys, including both instructors and students. It will
improve the effectiveness of all K9 personnel, handlers, and trainers. Get a free ebook through the Shelfie app with the purchase
of a print copy.
A hands-on, practical approach to training your K9 for IGP levels 1, 2 and 3 Learn how to: - Implement a successful training
program for the three phases of Schutzhund: tracking, obedience and protection. - Use expert tips and advice for passing the IGP
trials. - Become a better trainer by understanding the theory behind the most effective K9 training techniques. K9 Schutzhund
Training provides beginners with an excellent introduction to the field and helps expert trainers stay on top of their game with the
latest techniques. Using proven methods rooted in classical and operant conditioning, Dr. Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak, worldrenowned specialists in training working dogs, have developed this practical and positive Schutzhund training program. The
excellent results trainers achieve through positive reinforcement prove the effectiveness of Resi and Ruud’s methods, which are
based on more than 30 years of research and experience. In Resi and Ruud’s definitive guide for modern Schutzhund training,
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you’ll find the advice and encouragement you need to help you succeed in the IGP trials.
Whether you’re searching for drugs or a missing person, K9 Scent Training will improve your K9 team’s capabilities in the field. Use proven
techniques to train your dog for: Scent identification line-ups to indicate a scent connection between crime-scene evidence and a suspect.
Tracking along a wide variety of track types, including the cold track, the broken-off track and tracks that run over or under cross-tracks.
Detection work for searches in buildings, vehicles, open terrain and more. In this must-have guide for SAR teams and police K9 trainers and
handlers, Dr. Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak present everything you need to know to build or improve a scent training program. Scent training
involves high-stakes work, and in the case of a search for a missing person, the right training for your K9 can mean the difference between
life and death. Beginning with the science behind odors and how dogs perceive them, Resi and Ruud show you how to harness that
knowledge to eliminate training problems and maximize your dog’s potential. You’ll learn how to start scent training for young dogs using
simple exercises before building up to more complex training. Finally, using techniques they’ve perfected over decades, Resi and Ruud
share their specialized, step-by-step programs for advanced scent identification training and tracking. Get a free ebook through the Shelfie
app with the purchase of a print copy.
Create a safe, successful K9 training program that results in reliable protection dogs. Learn how to: Select the optimal breeds, temperament
and physical and mental characteristics for protection work. Master the obedience-training techniques that form the foundation of protection
training. Use the methods of the Dutch Police Dog (KNPV) program, which produces some of the finest police and protection dogs in the
world. Dr. Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak, leading dog trainers from the Netherlands, share their proven, comprehensive program for training
dogs for personal protection. Their cutting-edge techniques and work with the International Red Cross, the United Nations and the
International Rescue Dog Organization (IRO) have placed them in world demand. In this fully revised and updated edition of K9 Personal
Protection, Resi and Ruud start with the basics, including how to select the right dog for protection work, how to properly raise a protection
dog from a puppy and how to correct a dog’s bad behavior. Next, they cover fundamental obedience training for protection dogs, such as
training for heelwork, the recall, the send away and more. Finally, they present a complete program for training reliable protection dogs, from
basic exercises and decoy techniques to the exercises of the KNPV program. Get a free ebook through the Shelfie app with the purchase of a
print copy.
Training that works by harnessing your dog’s instincts. Learn how to: Stimulate your dog’s natural hunting drive for effective SAR training.
Start your dog’s training program with an easy, three-step process. Develop skills in a variety of search operations, including wilderness,
avalanche and disaster scenarios. Dr. Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak have trained search and rescue dogs for more than 30 years and have
taken part in rescue operations around the world. They serve as training directors and international judges for the International Red Cross
Federation, the United Nations, the International Rescue Dog Organization and the Fédération Cynologique Internationale (FCI). Based on
their decades of study and experience, their innovative SAR training method is rooted in a firm, scientific understanding of K9 instincts. Stepby-step instructions, dozens of illustrations and photographs from the field establish a professional K9 SAR program to benefit both beginners
and experts. Get a free ebook through the Shelfie app with the purchase of a print copy.
The Training of Working Dogs in Protection Work
Before there was Max, there was Mike. A true story much like the touching movie, Navy SEAL Dogs explores the incomparable relationship
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between trainer and military dog. From the author of Team Dog, Trident K9 Warriors gave readers an inside look at the Navy SEAL teams'
elite K9 warriors-who they are, how they are trained, and the extreme missions they undertake to save lives. From detecting explosives to
eliminating the bad guys, these powerful dogs are also some of the smartest and highest skilled working animals on the planet. Mike Ritland's
job is to train them. This special edition re-telling presents the dramatic tale of how Ritland discovered his passion and grew up to become the
trainer of the nation's most elite military working dogs. Ritland was a smaller-than-average kid who was often picked-on at school-which led
him to spend more time with dogs at a young age. After graduating BUD/S training-the toughest military training in the world-to become a
SEAL, he was on combat deployment in Iraq when he saw a military working dog in action and instantly knew he'd found his true calling.
Ritland started his own company to train and supply working and protection dogs for the U.S. Government, Department of Defense, and other
clients. He also started the Warrior Dog Foundation to help retired Special Operations dogs live long and happy lives after their service. Navy
SEAL Dogs is the true story of how Mike Ritland grew from a skinny, bullied child, to a member of our nation's most elite SEAL Teams, to the
trainer of the world's most highly skilled K9 warriors.
A comprehensive guide to training and deploying your drug-detection dog. Learn how to: Select the right dog for drug detection work. Train
your K9 using the latest techniques with proven results. Plan and execute searches of individuals and in a variety of settings, including open
air locations, warehouses and other buildings, airplanes, automobiles, and ships. In the fight against illegal drugs, a well-trained K9 can be
your most important asset. K9 Drug Detection gives trainers and handlers the tools and knowledge they need to properly train and deploy a
highly effective K9 drug detection team. Expert trainers Dr. Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak provide the key principles for successful training,
as well as step-by-step training schedules for both active and passive responses. They describe the many factors that affect a K9’s work in
the field, including the influence of air currents and various weather conditions. They teach you how to protect your K9 from dangerous
substances and what to do if your dog is accidentally exposed. They also provide background information every K9 drug detection handler
should know, such as the basics of drug laws in North America and Europe and essential facts about the appearance, effects, risks, and use
of the most common illegal drugs.
Grab this awesome and helpful anxiety manager for veterans who suffer from PTSD and need a plan to focus on. Great gift for soldiers who
have an assistant dog in their life.
The best positive obedience training program for your pets or working dog. Use proven techniques to: - Train your puppy with basic exercises
to prepare for future obedience training. - Correct common problem behaviors, such as barking, bolting, and chewing. - Progress from basic
to advanced exercises to ensure your dog is always learning. Obedience is the foundation of any reliable, well-trained dog. Without
obedience, working dogs are ineffective in operations and pet dogs can be annoying and possibly a danger to themselves or others. In K9
Obedience Training, certified animal behavior consultant and veteran search and rescue (SAR) dog handler and trainer Susan Bulanda
shares the secrets of building an effective obedience training program. SAR dogs need “thinking” obedience: they sometimes need to
exercise intelligent disobedience in the field. You can use the same training program for any working or pet dog. For trainers who demand the
best obedience training for future working dogs, Susan’s techniques lay the groundwork for success. And pet owners who want to help their
dog be easy to be around will find lots of training tips and exercises too, along with straightforward advice on proper handling, grooming, and
teaching simple tricks.
Professional Schutzhund trainers and instructors Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak bring their years of knowledge and experience together in
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this book, K9 Schutzhund Training. Appropriate for training dogs for both protection work and for international sport dog certification and
competition, this is designed to be an especially practical training method. Founded on the idea that effective training can only happen when
a good bond and good communication exist between handler and dog, this method allows individual handler-dog teams to progress at their
own speed. Different breeds and individual dogs may require different lengths of time and repetition to effectively learn to perform the
exercises contained in this book. While many trainers claim a dog can be trained to perform to this level in only a few weeks, the authors
show that effective, long-lasting results can only be achieved with time and patience. The three sections of this book focus on tracking,
obedience and protection.
Includes a new chapter on indicating without biting. Aggression control training requires dogs to think while they are excited and under stress,
which is no easy task. Dr. Stephen A. Mackenzie has been teaching and using non-compulsive methods for aggression-control training for
more than 30 years. His techniques have worked for hundreds of dogs, and have been used and adapted by many skilled trainers and
decoys for their individual circumstances. K9 Aggression Control provides a flexible approach to aggression control that is rooted in
obedience training. You may be someone who uses a muzzle, sees a role for toys and games, and works with a decoy who likes to drop the
sleeve, or you might not want a muzzle, toy, or dropped sleeve anywhere near your dog -- either way this book has options for you. It details
techniques and variations so you can choose the options you prefer. Dr. Mackenzie also gives decoys sound advice on controlling a dog's
excitement level, working with handlers, and making the best use of equipment. A new chapter in this revised and updated edition shows you
how to train dogs to indicate a person's location without biting -- essential for the search and rescue trainer and a real plus for modern police
forces looking for ways to reduce liability. Learn how to: Choose the right dog and training method. Train dogs that will out reliably in all
situations. Solve common problems in aggression-control training.
Zak George is a new type of dog trainer. A dynamic YouTube star and Animal Planet personality with a fresh approach, Zak helps you to
tailor train to your dog's unique traits and energy level--leading to quicker results and a much happier pet. Packed with everything you need to
know to raise and care for your dog, this book will help you communicate and bond with one another in a way that makes training easier,
more rewarding, and--most of all--fun!
If you've downloaded and are now reading this book, you're probably doing so for one reason: you're thinking about getting a guard dog.
From a survivalist or prepper's perspective, a reliable guard dog is one of the wisest investments you can make. Not only does a dog mean
you will have a companion in a time of crisis, it also means you will have an excellent alert and security system for your home or property.
That being said, you can't just buy any dog and consider yourself to have a guard dog. Rather, you need to know which specific breeds work
best as guard dogs and how to train your dog to give you many years of good service. That's exactly what we're going to discuss in this book.
In this beginner's guide, we are going to discuss the following subjects in detail: -The Benefits Of Having A Guard Dog -The Best Breeds Of
Guard Dog -Learning Simple Commands -Guard Dog Techniques -Training An Attack Dog -Halting An Attack Dog -Giving Your Guard Dog
Alone Time -Training Your Dog To Be Obedient By the end of this guide, you will have a firm and well rounded view of why you need to have
a guard dog, the best breeds of dogs for you to consider, and then how to train your dog to become an effective guard dog.
Train your dog the positive way. Includes how to raise a puppy positively, how to build a strong relationship, manners training, teaching a
really reliable recall, and how to train effectively without force. Special instructions in each section for companion dogs, competition
obedience, agility and Schutzhund. Clearly explains both theory and technique, including The Golden Rule and The Ten Commandments of
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positive training. Easy-to-follow directions to teach sit, down, stand, heel, recall, finish, retrieving, jumping and send away. Special chapter on
preparing for successful competition. Written with love of dogs and an understanding of training.
Learn how to train your dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers. This manual is the Department of Defense’s principle
source of information on care, conditioning, and training of our nation’s Military Working Dogs – such as “Cairo,” the canine who served in
the raid that killed Bin Laden. From basics, such as “HEEL” and “STAY” to negotiating obstacle courses, to tracking, searching, and even
attacking . . . this manual shows readers how our military trains their dogs to be the best trained canines in the world. Contents include: *
Veterinary Training Priorities * Principles of Conditioning and Behavior Modification * Patrol Dog Training * Clear Signals Training Method *
Deferred Final Response * Detector Dog Training Validation * The Military Working Dog (WMD Program) * Facilities and Equipment * And
more…
In Team Dog, former Navy SEAL Mike Ritland uses years' of experience to explain the science behind gaining a dog's trust, and offers
invaluable steps for how to achieve any level of obedience. His unique approach uses entertaining examples and anecdotes from his work
with dogs on and off the battlefield and direct tips from the Navy SEAL guidebook to teach dog owners how to choose the perfect dog for their
household, establish themselves as the team leader,' master 'command and control,' and solidify their dog's position as the family's ultimate
best friend.'
K9 Schutzhund TrainingA Manual for Tracking, Obedience and ProtectionCalgary : Detselig Enterprises

When the complexities of modern living demanded that, for his own protection as well as his master’s convenience, the dog be
made controllable, the average owner sought advice from the most available source, which was, too often, some local dog-show
exhibitor. Not realizing that, excepting a few praiseworthy individuals, these exhibitors were only superficially concerned with the
qualities of use and companionship, an unfortunate dog owner would accept the sight of trophies or ribbons as the credits of an
expert. Growing numbers of people and dogs continued to emphasize the advantages of proper dog-behavior and when, in 1935,
The American Kennel Club instituted its obedience trials, the competition necessary to focus attention on results and improvement
of methods was provided. And something else was observed. It was evident that thorough obedience training does more than
assure a dog’s response to his master’s command; capacities for learning and emotional stability could be increased and
integrated as permanent qualities of character. Recently, leading magazines of both general and specialized nature have made
the public aware of the trained dog’s potential, and of the recreational possibilities of dog training as a hobby. Interest in dogtraining classes and other activities where dogs are dignified by usefulness, rather than merely looked at, is evidence that the dogtraining public has outgrown the “make a game” and “tid-bit tossing” techniques that, by not being founded on positive and proper
motivations, demonstrate the inadequacy of the master, thus promoting failure of response at those times when control is most
needed, as well as contributing to the dog’s feeling of insecurity. Dog owners of perspective have come to want the type of
obedience upon which a blind person might stake his life, and the emotional stability that is vital to dogs in the presence of small,
unpredictable children. This classic includes the following chapters: Introduction Lesson I. Fables and Foibles Lesson II. Correct
Equipment Lesson III. The Foundation Lesson IV. Heeling Lesson V. Sitting Lesson VI. The Automatic Sit Lesson VII. The Sit-Stay
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Lesson VIII. The Down Lesson IX. Down-Stay Lesson X. Stand-For-Examination Lesson XI. Recall Lesson XII. Finish Lesson XIII.
Polishing Lesson XIV. The Throw-Chain Lesson XV. The Light Line Lesson XVI. Don’t Lose It—Use It Problems
Discover the roots of today’s behavioral training methods which includes such concepts as seeing the world from a dog’s point of
view, utilizing instinctual behavior in training, how to use primary and secondary reinforcers, and using inducement vs compulsion.
This reprint of the classic work on dog training by German Konrad Most is the foundation for modern dog training.
An outstanding analysis of why and how protection, Obedience, and Tracking all play an integral part in Schutzhund training, with
emphasis on selecting and raising a dog to suit the owner's needs.
The Schutzhund Training Manual begins with the brief history and regulations of the sport of Schutzhund/IPO, to working abilities,
pack structure, and understanding the basic language of dogs.
Excel-erated Learning: Explaining in Clear English How Dogs Learn and How Best To Teach Them reveals the secret for
increasing the speed and efficiency of dog training. With the freedom of understanding "how your dog learns" comes the ability of
making the process easy, efficient and enjoyable for your dog.
Disaster Search Dog (DSD) teams save lives. Quick response to natural and man-made disasters can mean the difference
between life and death for trapped victims. Highly trained Disaster Search Dog teams are an increasingly important component in
response efforts to save lives in the face of terrorist attacks, earthquakes, and floods-and training these teams has never been
more important. Detailed how-to information to pass FEMA tests.
A well-trained tracking dog can be the deciding factor in both criminal investigations and search-and-rescue operations. When the
stakes are high and you demand only top performance from your K9, you need training methods relied upon by police forces and
searchand-rescue teams around the world. Dr. Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak show you how to train your dog in clean-scent
tracking, a proven method that trains dogs to follow a particular scent on a track while ignoring crosstracks and other odors. In K9
Professional Tracking, you’ll learn how to start a successful clean-scent tracking program from the ground up: how to pick the
right dog, what equipment you need, how to lay a track, and which exercises work. Resi and Ruud also break down the science of
scent and the dog’s nose, critical information that allows you to fully understand what your K9 is and is not capable of in the field.
With the right knowledge and techniques, you’ll be able to train tracking dogs to the highest professional standards.
Reprint. 1954 translation of Konrad Most's classic work on dog training. Most was applying behavioral training principles with dogs
long before B.F. Skinner. While his methods may be viewed as harsh by modern dog trainers, the theory behind it was
revolutionary for its time and is still applied today. Discover the roots of behavioral training: see the world from a dog's point of
view; utilize instinctual behavior in training; use of compulsion and inducement; use of primary and secondary reinforcers. Learn
how Col. Most taught: obedience exercises including the recall, jumping and retrieving; guard and schutzhund training;
reconnaissance and tracking; scent theory; water work; hunting dog training; dogs for the blind. **Please note that Dogwise does
not endorse all of the training methods used in this book; it is a historical document and an early example of modern dog training.
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This is the first book in the award winning "Dog Sports Skills" series. This first book will focus on developing a competition dog
sports foundation based in engagement and relationship. It doesn't matter what genetic package or temperament your dog is born
with; you can bring out the best in your dog! To train your dog, you must develop a relationship that encourages a willing and
happy attitude with natural focus while eliminating undue stress in both training and competition. If your goal is to create a worldclass, enthusiastic performance dog, then this book is for you! We can help you refine your engagement and relationship skills to a
higher level. If you are an instructor who is struggling with your novice students or less focused dogs, then this book is for you! You
will find advice on how to work with a range of canine temperaments. If you have a dog who works well at home but you can't
seem to maintain that connection in public, then this book is for you, too! You will learn the basics of recognizing stress, paying
attention to your dog, and alleviating or minimizing problems so that you can focus on work rather than worry. Finally, if you simply
want to take the dog you have, your personal pet, and enjoy your training at a more fulfilling level, then this book is for you as well.
By understanding and applying excellent engagement and relationship building techniques, both you and your canine companion
will find more enjoyment in the training process, even if you choose never to step foot inside a competition ring. The chapters will
cover relationship (what it is and how to get it), stress (recognizing it and techniques for lessening it's impact), developing focus,
explaining and evaluating positive methods for getting behaviors, and the use of trick training to develop a handler's training skills
and a dog's mental and physical flexibility.
A comprehensive guide to training and certifying K9 explosive detection teams Learn how to: - Train your K9 to detect and safely
alert for explosive substances. - Conduct operational searches in buildings, vehicles, ships, and planes. - Train your dog for the
specialized work of mine detection. In the high stakes realm of explosive detection, where even the smallest mistake can have
fatal consequences, the margin of error is zero. Well trained dog-handler teams can play a key role in explosive detection, but only
if their training is top notch. Dr. Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak have worked with police departments around the world to help them
establish and improve their K9 explosive detection training programs, and in this book they share their expertise with handlers and
trainers looking to enhance their own performance. They teach how to pick the right dog for explosive detection work, how to train
the dog to detect explosives, and how to properly execute a variety of training and operational searches. They also provide some
of the background knowledge you'll need about common explosives and the many factors that can influence a K9's work. Along
with essential health and safety precautions for you and your dog, you'll also learn how to test and certify dogs and handlers to
ensure excellent performance in the field.
Originally published in Germany in 1923, “The German Shepherd Dog in Word and Picture” is the English translation of what is
probably the most important book ever published on this popular breed. This volume is highly recommended for owners and
breeders alike, and it would make for a fantastic addition to collections of allied literature. Contents include: “The Shepherd dog
and Herdsman’s dog, their Origin and Relationship”, “The Nature and Service of the Shepherd Dog”, “Breeding”, “Rearing”,
“Judging”, “Training”, “Kennels”, etc Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in
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mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition complete with a speciallycommissioned new biography of the author.
FM 20-20 This 1960 field manual provides a comprehensive overview of the selection, care, and training of dogs for military use as
sentry or scout dogs. Detailed methods, equipment, and training instruction specifics are covered at great length such that one
could read this book and then train a dog the same way the US Army does. The manual goes in-depth on a variety of topics, such
as selection procedures, daily dog care, health matters, feeding/housing, and way to train the dog specific commands for various
roles. The techniques presented are both sound and simple to understand. .This manual is a wealth of information for any dog
handler or trainer interested in military-style methods.
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